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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid”

Weidner, Jorns present
computer plan to faculty
Senate members
will wait before
making formal
recommendation
By MATT ADRIAN
Staff editor
The Faculty Senate withheld
making any recommendations on a
new computer organization plan
presented by Eastern President
David Jorns and Vice President for
Academic Affairs Terry Weidner.
Weidner and Jorns attended the
Senate meeting to respond to
recommendations made by a Senate
committee
on
Academic
Computing. The Committee
recommended that faculty play a
role in the decentralization of
computers from the business to the
academic side of the university.
“They had rejected the proposal
of the committee put together by
the Faculty Senate,” Senate

member Hal Nordin said. However,
Jorns and Weidner did provide a
solution to the faculties need for
better support services, Nordin said.
“Whether this will change (the
problem) only time will tell,”
Nordin said.
Senate members Anne Zahlen
and John Allison both thought the
specifics of the plan needed to be
better presented.
“I felt we needed to talk about it
more with the deans of the
colleges,” Zahlen said. “Since we
didn’t have a copy of the plan it
was very difficult to know the
details of the plan.”
“It was never quite clear where
the money could come from,”
Allison said.
The Senate agreed to put copies
of the proposal on display in Booth
Library and on the Senate home
page for inspection by the rest of
the faculty. In three weeks, the
Senate will put the proposal on the
agenda.
After a recommendation is made
the ultimate decision may be in the

hands of Jorns, Weidner and Vice
President for Business Affairs
Morgan Olsen, said Jill Nielsen
special assistant to the president.
The issue of Academic
Computing has been an
increasingly heated debate that
since the firing of Academic
Computing Director Harry Nelsen.
Nelsen
was
fired
for
insubordination. He stated in the
June 25 issue of The Daily Eastern
News, that he thought he was fired
for refusing to write a letter
recommending that Academic
Computing remain under Eastern’s
Business Affairs division.
“I couldn’t endorse the idea of an
academic function being under
control of Business Affairs with no
faculty oversight,” Nelsen said.
Both Jorns and Weidner said that
moving Academic Computing into
Academic Affairs was not needed
for a variety of reasons.
Jorns said having a separate
mainframe for Academic Affairs
See PLAN page 2

JOHN BATES\Staff photographer
Juan Carlos Garcia, a participant in the English as a Second Language
program, voices his concerns about refunds from the program to
Faculty Senate Chair Gail Richard Tuesday.

ESL student angered
by lack of tuition refund
By DEANA POOLE
Administration editor
Juan Carlos Garcia, a former
international student from Colombia,
was ruled out of order during the
Faculty Senate meeting Tuesday while
he was attempting to explain how he
did not receive full reimbursement for
English as a Second Language class.
Garcia told the senate he was
notified Friday he will receive $368 of
the $4,150 he paid for ESL tuition and
fees for the spring, intersession and
summer semesters.
JOHN BATES/Staff photographer
“To do a full refund (would be to
President David Jorns (left) and Terry Weidner, vice president for academic affairs, address the
say
that) nothing happened and no
Faculty Senate Tuesday regarding changes in Academic Computing and the English as a
educational benefit occurred and it was
Second Language program.

not proven that that occurred,” said
Gail Richard, Faculty Senate chair.
“It was determined that students did
get value and in some cases improved
their English greatly,” said Terry
Weidner, vice president for academic
affairs.
Weidner said Academic Affairs
makes the final decision as to the
amount of money that ESL students
will be refunded.
Garcia said he was originally told all
of his money would be refunded.
“Now they are only going to refund
fees, not tuition,” he said. “So I lose
again - my time and my money.”
See ESL page 2

Human resources director enters ‘freshman year’ at Eastern
By NICOLE MEINHEIT
Staff writer
Among the sea of new faces
flooding Eastern’s campus this
week was that of the new Director
of Human Resources, Charles
Phillips.
After receiving notification in
mid-July, Phillips took the reigns
of the Human Resources department on Monday.
“He was chosen because he had

excellent
experience and
met the criteria
most closely
(to what) we
had laid out in
the ad,” said
Kim Furumo,
Charles Phillips member of the
search committee. The 12 member
search committee chose Phillips
from 65 applicants.
Phillips first learned of the

“

I want to find out what
works well and improve
on what doesn’t.”
-Charles Phillips
Human Resources Director
opening in The Daily Eastern
News.
He said his son, a senior at
Eastern, was pictured in an issue of
The News and when he read

through the paper he saw the
advertisement.
“I saw the position as a growth
potential,” Phillips said.
Phillips left Decatur where he
had served as the town’s Human
Resources manager for 21 years.
His former position does not vary
from the role he will be assuming
at Eastern.
Both positions involve overseeing
payroll, training, recruitment,
worker compensation, record

maintenance and other duties
related to staff management.
Phillips sees the position as a
“transfer of skills from one
organization to another.”
During his first few months in
Charleston, Phillips plans to
familiarize himself with the
university and find his niche in the
system.
“I want to find out what works
well and improve on what
doesn’t,” Phillips said.
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Edgar orders ban on contributions
SPRINGFIELD (AP) – Gov.
Jim Edgar ordered a ban Tuesday
on all but the smallest of gifts to
state employees under his command.
The move reversed his longstanding position that disclosure of
gifts was enough.
The executive order, which
takes effect Sept. 1, also imposes
new requirements that Edgar said
should increase the frequency
when agencies under him must
rely on competitive bidding in
awarding contracts.

PLAN

tored a lucrative no-bid state contract.
Prosecutors said the bribes led
to $7 million in improper payments to MSI.
Edgar, who announced last
week he would not seek re-election next year, said his ban on gifts
valued at more than $50 from lobbyists or anyone doing or seeking
business with the state would
include himself.
“Public service involves a high
degree of mutual trust,’’ the governor said in the order.

their plan for Academic
Computing. Academic Computing
would be renamed User Services
and would handle things such as
the upkeep of the Universities
mainframe and student e-mail.
In the Distributed Technology
Support Plan, each of the four colleges would hire a Instructional
Support Specialist. This person
would help faculty with the installation and upkeep of their computers, and report directly to the dean.
If the specialist didn’t have the
technical expertise to fix certain
computer problems, Informational
Technology Services would fix the
problem.
Weidner and Jorns suggested
that the specialists could be paid
through a variety of channels. Part
of the money could be raised from
a $80 computer fee paid by all the
departments. The fee is applied to
all computers in any given college.
The fee pays for maintenance of
the computer system, and is paid to
the Information Technology
Services.
Nelsen said the main problem
with the Distributed Technology
Support plan is that it insulates the

people in Information technology
Services from the problems and
complaints of the faculty by
putting the burden on the specialists.
The salaries of the specialists for
the four colleges would be paid
through $50,000 of money from
the state that would be available
through a planning priority of the
Committee for University
Budgeting and Planning. There
would also be almost $500,000
that could be used for the purchasing of computers. Nilsen said
one possibility is that money from
this fund could be used to pay for
the specialists.
Members of the Senate questioned whether there would be
enough money to adequately pay
these specialists.
“I’m concerned with how they
will find funding for it,” Allison
said. “It would be regrettable if the
deans for the colleges were left
with the responsibility to make this
work.”
Nordin said he also was concerned that there might not be
enough money to hire a person
with the proper qualifications.

to correct the problem, but we
need to know what happened,
why it happened and why it was
allowed to go on,” said
Lankford Walker, a member of
the Faculty Senate.
Richard, Weidner and Eastern
President David Jorns agreed
the problem with the ESL program was the reporting lines.
“The reporting lines in the
English Language Center where
that the Acting Provost and the
chair of the Foreign Language
department were responsible for
the personnel evaluation of Ms.
Rita Holmes,” Weidner said.

“That reporting line has been
changed. Dr. (Thomas) Gladsky
has full responsibility for personnel evaluations.”
Senate members also questioned whether the ESL program is becoming profit-making.
Weidner said the program’s
history is not profit-making, but
does support itself.
He anticipated this will
remain the same in the future.
In other Faculty Senate business, James Tidwell, professor
of journalism, was appointed as
vice chair.

TGI Fridays is now accepting
applications for full and part time
servers. Excellent wages,
fun work environment.
Apply in person Mon-Thur at
Marty’s on campus.
Interviewing Mon-Thur from 8-11.

from page one

would be too costly.
“I don’t believe that moving
Academic Computing into
Academic Affairs, and chain sawing the mainframe in half would
help,” Weidner said. He doesn’t
have the background to deal with
many of the problems that may
occur if Academic Computing was
in Academic Affairs, Weidner said.
He used the example of a faulty
motherboard in one of the large
computers on campus.
“I don’t see how my involvement would be helpful,” Weidner
said.
Harry Nelsen disagreed with the
assumption that a mainframe was
needed for a proper Academic
Affairs computer system. Nelsen
said that a mainframe is something
needed for Business Affairs computing not academic applications.
“Some people in the administration don’t understand academic
technology,” Nelsen said.
Academic Computing deals with
the scholarship of professors and
students, and faculty should have
input into technology decisions, he
said.
Jorns and Weidner explained

ESL

Most contracts for goods, services and construction worth more
than $25,000 would have to go to
the lowest responsible bidder, but
agencies could make exceptions if
they determined it was not practical or advantageous.
Edgar’s decision to impose a
gift ban came 10 days after convictions in a federal bribery trial in
which some of Edgar’s largest
campaign donors, at Management
Services of Illinois Inc., were
accused of bribing Public Aid
Department employees who moni-

from page one

According to a memo dated
July 12 from Rita Holmes, former director of the ESL program, to Jeff Cooley, the auditor
of the ESL program, the ESL
fees are between $170-$250 per
student per each 8 week session.
Garcia said he was charged
$300 for ESL program fees and
materials, $31 for Longmans
Dictionary, $28 for Institutional
TOEFL and $20 for a summer
session textbook fee.
Senate members also questioned why the problems with
the ESL programs occurred.
“It is nice that we are going
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Open 8 pm

Ride the Shuttle!
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WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

348-8282
Hours: Mon-Thurs 10am to 1:30am
Fri-Sat 10am to 2:30am Sun 11am to 12am
Lunch Special
One 10” Pizza
2 Items & 2 Cokes

5
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+tax
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Screaming in the Quad
Slasher flick
draws out students
By CHUCK BURKE
and RACHEAL CARRUTHERS
Staff editors
Looking like Ghandi’s followers
on a hunger strike, nearly 2,000
people sat in the South Quad
Tuesday night, all eyes fixed on a
10-by-15-foot movie screen.
But this was no peaceful protest
– it was Panther Preview and its
showing of the 1996 horror flick
“Scream.”
“They should do this more
often,” said Tara Mohammed, a
senior elementary education major
who came with a few friends. “We
came because it’s a good movie and
it’s outside where it’s dark, which

could make it scarier.”
“Scream” seemed to be a good
idea for Panther Preview, an event
put on by the Office of Orientation,
among some other groups, so students can get acquainted and reacquainted with one another at the
beginning of the semester.
“I have already met five new
people and we are having a lot of
fun,” said Jamie Hodge, a freshman
journalism major.
“This is not what I thought college would be like,” said Joe
Zkowski, a freshman engineering
major. “I was like, ‘It’ll either be
keggers or studying’ – not fun stuff
in between like this.”
Coordinator of Orientation Brent
Gage said he initially expected a
crowd of 400 to 500 people at the
$2,000 event, but when the movie
started, estimates were about four

times that count.
The event lost about 100 viewers
on the outskirts of the quad after the
beginning sequence featuring Drew
Barrymore because they couldn’t
hear. Some retreating viewers said
they had already seen the movie,
and others said they would rent it.
About 50 other latecomers, mostly from Carman Hall, found a different way to watch the movie up
close – from behind the screen.
The movie was projected onto
the screen from behind with a rearprojection machine, which allowed
the students sitting on that side to
watch the entire film in reverse
images.
“It was the closest spot,” said
Eric Long, a freshman elementary
education major. “There were too
many people on the other side.”
“We thought it was pointless that

JOHN BATES/Staff photographer
A crowd of students watch Drew Barrymore get terrorized during the
showing of the movie “Scream” in the South Quad Tuesday night.
people weren’t back here,” said chemistry major.
Rose Maioli, a freshman elemen“We also were wondering why
tary special education major.
she was dialing ‘119,’” said Sean
“They should’ve come back Murray, a freshman undecided
here,” said Gina Giordano, a fresh- major.
man psychology major. “There’s
Liz Welch, a sophomore English
major, was impressed with the
better seats.”
The only thing that really threw character played by Henry Winkler
of “Happy Days” fame. “I liked the
them off was the credits.
“We were watching the movie Fonz in the movie,” she said. “They
‘Maercs’ instead of ‘Scream,’” said got his good side – they’re showing
Tom Wilhelm, a freshman bio- him backwards.”

Colleges going to great lengths Rat causes power outage;
to keep student enrollment high kills 14 hospital patients
WALTHAM, Mass. (AP) –
The usual summer silence on
the Bentley College campus
was broken this year by the
pounding of jackhammers and
heavy equipment.
For the first time this
decade, the private business
university is building to meet
an anticipated increase in
enrollment.
It’s part of a national building boom at universities and
colleges that were forced to
delay construction projects
during leaner times in the
early 1990s.
But there’s a twist. Much of
the work is going into dormitories, student unions, dining
services and fitness centers to
meet rising expectations of
new students, who university
officials say pit one school
against another based on
amenities.
“We are compared to our
competition, so if they have a
fantastic athletic center, stu-

dents want to know if we have
a fantastic athletic center,” said
Joanne Yestramski, chief
financial officer at Bentley,
which has 6,400 students.
With tuition, room and
board already at $22,310 a
year, Bentley is spending $9
million to convert apartments
into contemporary suites,
remodel the cafeteria and build
offices to accommodate the
new faculty advisers demanded by students.
Competition isn’t the only
thing driving this boomlet,
university officials said.
Administrators cite renewed
donations, low interest rates,
rebounding enrollment and
technological advances that
require extensive rewiring.
They also point out that some
buildings dating from the last
big expansion in American
higher education in the 1960s
are more than 30 years old.
“If things have been on the
drawing board for a while,

dollars are available again to
do some construction,” said
Wayne Leroy, executive vice
president of the Association of
Higher Education Facilities
Officers.
Dorms and dining halls are
easiest to add or rebuild
because the work can be
underwritten using loans or
bonds leveraged against future
revenues from student fees,
rather than contributions that
could take years to collect.
But keeping up with the
Joneses seems a major motivation.
“Having a gymnasium is not
enough any more,’’ said Retha
Lindsey Fielding, spokeswoman for Keene State College in
New Hampshire.
“Our students are asking for
a building where they can
enjoy indoor recreation yearround. They want office space
for their organizations and
more than just books in the
bookstore,” Fielding said.

TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras
(AP) – A power outage at a
state-run hospital in northern
Honduras, caused when a rat
gnawed through wiring, left 14
patients dead – including four
newborn babies in incubators.
Although the power went
out Sunday night, the hospital
director admitted Tuesday that
the deaths were not discovered
until Monday morning, raising
questions about how employees handled the blackout.
The Attorney General’s
office said Tuesday it was
investigating the deaths.
First reports on Monday
said six patients died when the
power was cut to life-support
machines at the Catarino Rivas
Hospital in San Pedro Sula,
115
miles
north
of
Tegucigalpa, the capital.

But Health Minister Enrique
Samayoa said Tuesday an
investigation showed that at
least 14 people died when the
electricity was cut – including
four newborn babies in incubators.
Samayoa said full electricity
was restored Monday night.
“All of the patients died
Sunday night for lack of oxygen ...and the nurses learned of
their deaths on Monday morning,” hospital Director
Gustavo Zuniga said. “The
hospital has very few employees on the weekends.”
The rat’s remains were discovered in the machine room
next to the chewed cable.
Two hundred other hospital
patients were taken to nearby
hospitals after the deaths were
discovered.

Correction
A cutline in Monday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News incorrectly stated the name of a person in a photo. The name should have been
Jon Crask. The News regrets the error.
Rent Only $25
til May 1998

If you want to be an A student,
it helps to dress like an A student.
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Ask for a 5 minute calling card!
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E
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Ditching free election
is not worth official
student trustee vote
I
f the Illinois General Assembly fails to make a
move during its six-day session at the end of
October, Gov. Jim Edgar will have defeated the
purpose of giving the Board of Trustees’ student
representative a binding vote on university matters. Although the students would have their official say, the governor wants to hand pick the student representative himself.
Edgar amendatorily vetoed the bill, which
would have granted student trustees for all university governing boards
a counting vote with no
strings attached. Currently, their votes are considered “advisory.”
Under Edgar’s plan, each university would create a group called the “student trustee screening
panel,” which would pick a student to recommend
to the governor for the final OK. At Eastern, this
panel would be appointed by President David
Jorns and the Student Government.
This method of finding student trustees would
take student representation away from the Board
of Trustees.
However, if Illinois gets stuck with this plan,
Eastern’s panel should not even consider changing
the current elections for student representatives.
Technically, the panel would decide who it
would recommend to Edgar, but the students
should have the last say since they voted for the
candidate.
One of the main issues the panel should keep in
mind when deciding on candidates is that the students voted for these people for a reason, and it
should decide based on how the students want to
be represented. The panel shouldn’t make recommendations based on what it thinks, but what voting students think.
The election process shouldn’t be a question
anyone brings up. As it stands now, students can
voice their opinion on the BOT through the student trustee they think is qualified to represent
them. If the election process is eliminated, it
would be pointless to have the student trustee vote
if his or her fellow peers can’t elect who they want
making the decisions for them.
The purpose of having a student trustee on the
BOT is to get input from the students since they
are the ones keeping the university open and running. If the election process is taken away, students could become more apathetic than they
already are and they may begin to think their
voice doesn’t matter on campus anymore.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

When annual elections end,
there slavery begins.
–John Adams
2nd U.S. president (1735-1826)
L e t

y o u r

v o i c e

b e

O

ne of the most important
pieces of information people
need to know anywhere they go is
who is in charge.
When students enter Eastern, the
same is true. The people in Old
Main are the ones making a lot of
decisions that affect students.
Probably few freshmen know REAGAN BRANHAM
anything about the most powerful Regular columnist
people at Eastern, and maybe many
returning students don’t either.
The most important thing students can do is to correct that. Keeping that in mind, here is a
list of four of the most important administrators at Eastern.
Eastern President David Jorns, head of the university since
November 1992, is the top official. He is similar to a chief
executive officer at a corporation in that, at some level, he is
responsible for all that happens at Eastern.
For his services, Jorns makes $128,400 a year in addition
to the home and car he uses while being the university president.
Prior to coming to Eastern, Jorns was the vice president for
academic affairs and provost at Northern Kentucky
University. He has also held administrative and teaching positions at West Texas State University, Mankato State
University and the University of Missouri-Columbia.
Jorns earned his bachelor’s degree in radio and TV and a
master’s degree in speech and drama from Oklahoma State
University. He earned his doctorate in theater history and criticism from UCLA.
Any student can call 581-2011 to reach Jorns in his office.
Directly accountable to Jorns are Lou Hencken, vice president for student affairs; Morgan Olsen, vice president for
business affairs, and Terry Weidner, vice president for academic affairs and interim provost.
Olsen has been at Eastern since February 1995. Previously
he was the vice president for fiscal affairs at Emporia State
University in Kansas.
He earned a bachelor’s degree, summa cum laude, and a
master’s degree from the University of North Dakota. He
earned his doctorate from the University of Kansas.
He is responsible for the budget, Business Services,

Child-molesting priests
being protected, not
punished, by churches
The Roman Catholic Diocese of
Dallas was ordered by a Texas court to
pay $120 million in damages to 10 former altar boys and the parents of
another who committed suicide. The
boys were sexually abused by Rev.
Rudolph Kos, a Catholic priest.
Kos was suspended by the church in
1992 after the first incident was reported. The diocese says Kos deceived
everyone, including the boys’ families,
for 11 years and plans to appeal the
ruling based on their handling of the
case.
But the Dallas diocese is obviously
admitting its guilt and disputing its
punishment by not paying the victims
what they deserve.
h e a r d .

E - m a i l

Information Technology Services,
Resources and Facilities
“The people in Human
Planning and Management, among
Old Main are
other areas. He makes $100,452 a
the ones making year.
Any student can call 581-2921
a lot of decisions to reach Olsen in his office.
Hencken has been with Eastern
that affect
for more than 30 years. He has
students.”
worked in student affairs for 30
years, and began at Eastern as a
graduate assistant.
His prime responsibilities
include: University Police, Student Judicial Affairs,
Enrollment Management, Student Services/Career Services,
Athletics and Housing and Dining Services.
For his services, Hencken earns $95,556 a year.
Any student can call 581-3221 to reach Hencken in his
office.
Weidner has been with the university for 33 years. He
began with the botany faculty in 1964 and moved up to
administration in 1992. Previously he taught at the National
Science Foundation Biology Institute at The Ohio State
University.
He earned his bachelor’s degree in biology from West
Chester University of Pennsylvania and his master’s degree
and doctorate in plant physiology from Ohio State.
Weidner is responsible for the deans of each of the five colleges, Academic Development, Library Services and the
School of Adult and Continuing Education. In addition, the
directors of the grants and research, Honors Program,
Minority Affairs, Radio/TV and Student Publications all
directly report to him.
Weidner is paid $98,880 a year.
Any student can call 581-2121 to reach Weidner in his
office.
Students and the state are paying these administrators more
than $400,000 to serve the students and these administrators
are supposed to be working for the students.
If you have questions, call them. Make them work for you.
– Reagan Branham is a weekly columnist and managing editor for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
curlb4@uxa.pen.eiu.edu.

guest view
No religious organization that
preaches against homosexuality and
sexual immorality should tolerate
homosexual child molesters in their
clergy.
Surely, Catholic priests are not the
only child molesters in the world. But
if the Vatican rejects homosexuality
and then just slaps the wrists of priests
who molest children, they are fueling
the hypocritical stereotype they battle.
Decent people should speak against
the lax attitudes the Catholic Church
has toward protecting pedophiles.
Ministers should be screened for their
sexual deviancy before being ordained.
“Blessed are they that hunger and
thirst for righteousness: for they shall
have their fill,” especially those with
legitimate claims who are unafraid to
u s

a t

seek justice against sex offenders,
despite their social or religious status.
This selection appeared in an editorial in the July 29 issue of the Northern
Star, the student newspaper at
Northern Illinois University.

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor addressing local, state,
national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, telephone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff
should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.

c u k a v @ p e n . e i u . e d u
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E.I. U. CAMPUS RECREATION

RECSHORTS
OFFICE:

STUDENT RECREATION
TELEPHONE:
581-2821

lfPCOMING INTRAMURAL EVENTS
SPORTS

ENTRY DEADLINE

Flag Football (M,W,CR)
Softball (CR)
Soccer (M, W)
Wallyball (CR)

Tues.
Tues.
Tues.
Tues.

TOURNAMENTS

ENTRY DEADLINE

Tennis Singles

Fri. September 5

SPECIAL EVENTS

ENTRY DEADLINE
Friday, September 5

GolfPitching (M,W,CR)
Soccer Shootout (M,W)
Mini Golf(M,W,CR)
M =Men's

September
September
September
September

2
2
9
9

FACILITY RECREATION HOURS
FALL 1997
Facility

Mon.-Fri.

· (1) Ath/eticEventswilltalwpriority.

Entries accepted Wed., Aug. 27 through Tues., Sept. 2 in the
Student Rec Center from 1-10 pm. Play begins Mon. Sept. B.
Pick up a roster form and return it with minimum required to
play. Leagues fill first-come, first-served at lhe I-M Counter.

TENNIS S lNG LES
Entries are accepted Fri., Aug. 29 through Fri., Sept. 5 in the
Student Recreation Center from l-1 0 pm. Participants may
choose a Mon., Tues., Wed., or Thurs. night single
elimination tournament. Each nightly winner advances to
the fmal four tournament on Fri., Sept 12. Play begins Sept.8.

GOLF PITCHING
Entries accepted Wed., Aug. 27 through Fri., Sept. 5 in the
Student Rec Center from 1-10 pm. Play is at the Campus
Pond Pavilion field area Sat., Sept. 6 from 10 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. Participants hit ("pitch") ten golf balls toward a "pin"
located 50 yards away. Clubs and golfballs provided.
For more informatimz on t/u:!Se events, pick up

Sun.
12pm-l0pm
12pm-l Opm
12pm-l0pm
2pm-5pm
12pm-10pm
CLOSED

(2) Classes take priority.

WELLNESS CENTER
(Second floor of the Student Rec Center)

W=Women's

CO-REC SOFTBALL

Sat.

Student Rec Center 6am-10pm
lOam-lOpm
Lantz Bldg. (1)
7pm-10pm
lpm-lOpm
Lantz Fieldhouse (1) 8pm-10pm
lpm-lOpm
Lantz Pool (1)
7:30pm-l0pm 2pm-5pm
lOam-lOpm
Racquetball Cts. (2) 6am-10pm
Lantz Equipment Rm. 7:30am-9pm CLOSED

Wed Sept 3 (Enur"on the spot")
Tues Sept 9 (Enter"on the spot")

All E.I.U. Students, Faculty and Staff are eligible.

CENTER

Hours: 3- 7 p. m., Mon.-Thurs., (1' by appointment. Services
inclade: Body Fat Composition, Exercise Prescription, Equipment
Orientation, (..,.We!lncss Information sucl1as nutrition, smoking
cessation, sless reduction, back care, diabetes info., & much more!
For information, please call581-2820 after 3 p.m.

FALL AEROBICS SCHEDULE
Monday - Thursday
6:05am.
4:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
5:30p.m.
6:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
8:00p.m.

Area

MORNING AEROBICS !
Step
Rocket
Awesome Abs
Basic Step
Funk
Step

(Aerobics Room)
(Aerobics Room)
(EnclosedGym)
(Aerobics Room)
(.4erobics Room)
(.4erobics Room)
(Aerohics Room)

Step

(Aerobics Room)

Friday
3:00-4:00pm

Saturday/Sunday
3:00-4:30p.m.

Step/Tone

(Aerobics Room)

Notice our morning aerobics class!---> 6:05a.m.!

a flier al the 1-M Counter in the SRC Lobby.

Aqua-Exercise

WANTED!!!

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS

Campus Recreation is now taking applications for fall
semester team sport officials. THESE ARE PAID POSITIONS! Officials are needed for Flag Football, Softball, and
Soccer. While experience is helpful, it is not mandatory.
Officials training is provided.
Individuals may play and
officiate! It's a great way to earn some extra cash!!! Stop by
or call the Intramural Office for applications and/or details:
581-7000.
Check out your Campus Recreation Web page!
WWW .eiu.edu/~crecsrc
~~~~ :_~fh~ -sic{;y;;;t;J.~;;];t;;;;:e-n:-;--

opening al 6:00a.m. Monday-Friday!-

Campus Recreation offers a water workout in tl1e La ntz P ool, Mnncky
through F riday at 6:30 p.m. -- Thi!! worko ut it! fJled with cardiovascular,
thigh, a bdominal, and all·over body conditioning exercises.

SELF-DEFENSE/MARTIAL ARTS
Campus Recreation will offer a free weekly progressive Self-Defense/Martial Arts
program. Participantsmayjoin the program at anytime during the semester, but
are mcouragedtoattendall sessims beginning September 23- November 11 on
Tuesdaysat7 p.m.

FITNESS MILEAGE CLUB
11w Fifnel?.q.MilP..il[JP. c/,Jb is SIJP-dal,mJ~7Yam tlzat monitor~?
tl

your progress

ill

the adivity or fitness plan of your choice. Membership /ee--$5.00.
7110se
who compfP.te mile.ag~'~ wiH rP.CP.ivP. a n12w Fitnllss-Mi/llagg Club T-shirt!
Applications & information arP. available at tJ1e Student Recrootion Center
0/f;ce. Charting begins the 1st week the semester, so don't 1le/ay!
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Students to join hands
for unity on campus
By TAMMIE LEIGH BROWN
Staff writer
Possibly the largest display of campus
unity anywhere will be stretched across
Eastern Thursday.
Hands Across EIU is an attempt to
demonstrate campus unity, said Johnetta
Jones, director of minority affairs.
The event coordinators are looking for
1,200 volunteers to hold hands and form a
complete circle from Old Main to Thomas
and Lawson Halls and back.
The event begins at 5 p.m., however specific groups are being asked to meet at 4:30
p.m..
The idea for the event first came up last
year from a group of students who wanted
to build campus unity, Jones said. But campus leaders decided in the spring to have
the event at the start of this year.
Jones said this is the first time she knows
of when a 6,111-foot human chain has been
attempted on a college campus. The event,
she said, could earn Eastern a spot in the
Guiness Book of World Records.
“We can pull this off,” Jones said.
Eastern has an enrollment of more than
10,000 students, and Jones said she
believes wanting 10 percent of them to
attend is not a lot to ask.
And with a post-event group picture
planned, she said the photo will be nice for
the campus to have.
“The more people we have the better ... it
will be tough, but it can put us on top,”

Former suspect receives justice
ATLANTA (AP) – Former Olympic
bombing suspect Richard Jewell has settled his lawsuit against his former employer, Piedmont College, for an undisclosed
amount of money.
Jewell’s attorney, Lin Wood, said today
that North Georgia College will be
dropped this week from Jewell’s libel suit
against The Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
The newspaper will remain as a defendant,
he said.
Jewell had alleged that Piedmont
President Ray Cleere and a college
spokesman, Scott Rawles, slandered him
in statements to the newspaper about his
job performance and personality.
Wood declined to say what led to the
settlement or how much money Jewell will
get.
“Obviously we’re very pleased,” he
said. “We can now focus on the real culprit.” Cleere would not comment, and
there was no answer today at Rawles'
office at the college in Demorest.
Jewell, 34, worked as a campus security
guard at Piedmont before taking a job last

Jones said.
“(Eastern) is
a big community with all
types of people
... and what
better way to
meet people,”
Jones said.
Jones said
the event will
allow the campus to participate in a different and unique
activity while helping to build campus
wide-bonding because it is being held early
in the year.
“I hope to be there. I think it’s really
great to get everybody together to show
school spirit,” said Jacqueline Hunter, a
freshman English major.
Hands Across EIU will exemplify “the
uniqueness of EIU as a whole,” Jones said.
“I think the student body of EIU can
come together and unite in our unique
diversity,” said Kevin Franken, a senior
environmental biology major. “If we keep
the tradition alive, it will get bigger every
year.”
Megan Martin, a freshman elementary
education major, agreed. She said she
thought the idea was different when she
heard about the event.
“It’s a wonderful thing because it unites
everyone together. It makes us seem more
family like,” Martin said. “Hopefully, I’ll
be able to make (it).”

BELL’S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN

summer as a security guard at Centennial
Olympic Park in Atlanta.
He was hailed as a hero for helping clear
people away from the bomb before it
exploded in the park on July 27, killing
one person and injuring more than 100.
Three days later, the newspaper reported
that he was the focus of the FBI’s investigation.
In October, the Justice Department
cleared Jewell in the bombing.
Jewell filed suit Jan. 28 against the
newspaper and the college, saying the
newspaper portrayed him as a person with
a “bizarre employment history and aberrant personality who was guilty of criminal
involvement in the Centennial Olympic
Park bombing.” The Journal-Constitution
responded that its reporting was “fair,
accurate and responsible.” In addition to
Piedmont, Jewell has reached monetary
settlements with CNN, NBC and an
Atlanta radio station. Time magazine
agreed to print a clarification about its
Jewell coverage, but no money was
involved in that agreement.

Revisions of majors, course proposals
to be discussed at Thursday meeting
The Council on Academic Affairs will
discuss three possible revisions to majors at
their meeting at 2 p.m. Thursday in the
Arcola/Tuscola room in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Bill Addison, vice chair of the CAA, said
the proposed revisions would affect the
majors of accounting, marketing and com-

puter management.
Addison also said that there would be
several course proposals discussed at the
meeting which would be consistent with the
major revisions.
Addison said that the Council would also
discuss plans for reviewing and modifying
the integrated core.

BEAT THE CLOCK
For a limited time - the time that you call is the price of your pizza!
For example, if you call at 5:32, the price of a large
pepperoni pizza is just $5.32. See coupons below for details.

RED ROSES
19.95 WRAPPED
$
24.95 VASED

$

1335 Monroe

y

348-5454

345-3919

AUDITIONS

TM

for

University Theatre’s
Fall Season of Plays
Wednesday & Thursday
September 3 & 4
7:00 p.m. on the Mainstage

$

5

00

(callboard is located in Theatre Lobby
next to FAT-116,The Studio)

Fall Season of Plays Include:
A Raisin in the Sun
September 30,October 1,2,3,4 at 8 p.m
October 5 at 2 pm in the Studio

The Heidi Chronicles
October 9,10,11,16,17,18 at 8 pm
October 12 & 19 at 2 p.m in The Studio
“New Directors Series”

An Evening of One- Acts
October 30,31 November 1,3,4 at 8 p.m
November 2 at 2 pm in The Studio

Brigadoon
December 4,5,6,8,9,10,11 at 7 p.m
December 7 at 2 p.m in the Theatre

8

$

at 5:00 pm; or whatever time you call is
the price of a large one topping pizza.
Valid 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm ($5.00 - $7.00).

❉

Auditions are open to any registered student!
Auditionees will need to present two
contrasting monologues: one serious & one
comic (totalling 1 minute each in length & 16
bars of music)
SIGN-UP FOR AUDITION TIME ON CALLBOARD

LARGE
PIZZA

00

TWO MEDIUM
PIZZAS

at 8:00 pm; or whatever time you call is
the price of 2 medium one topping pizzas.
Valid 8:00 pm - 9:00 pm ($8.00 - $9.00).

348-5454
215 Lincoln

348-5454
215 Lincoln

Charleston

Charleston
TM

No coupon necessary. Just ask!
Offer expires 8-31-97.
TM

No coupon necessary. Just ask!
Offer expires 8-31-97.

LATE NIGHT SPECIALS • 9 PM TO CLOSE
Medium
1 Item
Pizza

5

$ 00

Large
1 Item
Pizza

6

$ 00

20”
1 Item
Pizza

10

$

00

348-5454

348-5454

348-5454

215 Lincoln
Charleston

215 Lincoln
Charleston

215 Lincoln
Charleston
TM

TM

No coupon necessary. Just ask!
Offer expires 8-31-97.

TM

No coupon necessary. Just ask!
Offer expires 8-31-97.

No coupon necessary. Just ask!
Offer expires 8-31-97.
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RESTAURANT • DANCE FLOOR • SPORTS BAR • BANQUET FACILITY
Involved in
and working for
a better Charleston

24th
25 - 30
Welcomes Back August 19th
Nightly drawings
for prizes
for Stix
T-Shirts

EIU Students

(must be present to win)

•Charleston’s Newest Dance Floor

•all -Purpose Banquet facility

Private
& Greek
parties,
weddings,
etc., 200
Private & Greek
parties,
weddings,
etc.,
150 capacity,
NTN capacity
Interactive Trivia & QB1

•Live D.J.

Theinbest
in alternative,
classic
rock,rock,
& the& latest
hits of
97 of 96
The best
alternative,
country,
classic
the latest
hits

•5 pool tables

“Best in Charleston”

•Laser Karaoke

sing along Thursday 8:30 p.m - 10:30 p.m
•2 Big Screens/
8 Regular
s
•2 Big Screen/
Satellite
TV’s/6TV’
Regular
TV’s

(sports headquarters)

•DartsVideo
& Video
Games
•Dart
center
•Compact Disc Juke Box
•4:00 Club (Friday)
•We never charge a cover
Restaurant is open to everyone until 9 p.m. each day.
After 9 p.m you must be 21 to enter restaurant area.
Open 7 days a week
Mon-Sat: 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. • Sun: Noon - 11 p.m.

Bar entry age 21

Restaurant, Bar, & Banquet Facility
345-7849
Phone: 348
- 7849 (STIX)

for carry-out•
•Call for carry - out• •Call
Gourmet
Coffee & deserts available

•New
featuring
MENUMenu•
/ CARRY
- OUT
• Real Hickory
Smoked BBQ
• Steaks
& Chops
• Ribs
• Fish
sandwich or dinner
• Chicken Fries
•Smothered
• Pulled Pork Sandwich
• Italian beef with mozzarella
• Beef Brisket
• Oversized
Stuffed
• 16 oz Pork
Chop Potatoes
• Pizza,
“best
in town” taco and
• Steaks
& Fish
• Giant
Stuffed
Potatoes
spicy
white,
Extra
tasty.

•• New
Mucho
Nachos(combos potato skins, etc.)
Appetizers
•• Mini
Appetizers:
Pizzas combo basket, onion rings,
mushrooms,
• poppers,
Taste of Chicago
Menu mozz sticks, chicken
crab rangoon.
• wings,
Kids Menu
• Chef - Caesar- Chicken fajita Salads
• Variety of Salads (caesar, chef, chicken fajita, etc.)
• Chicken fajita
• Burgers, Grilled Chicken, Chicken Tenders
• Grilled Chicken breast

• Italian Beef - “Best Beef in Town”

SPLASH OF
OF CLASS
“SPLASH
CLASS”
EDUCATION IS OUR FUTURE
#1 ALTERNATIVE
CHARLESTON’S 1#
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Sale

SUFFER FROM PANIC DISORDER/DEPRESSION? Need people who can identify? Join a support group. Call Matt 217-3451280.
_______________________8/29

DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONALS NEEDED NOW in a 24-hour
residential program, providing
services to adults and children
with developmental disabilities.
Evening, night and weekend
shifts available. Applications may
be picked up at CCAR industries.
825 18th Street Charleston, Il.
61920. EOE.
________________________9/5
MODELS NEEDED. Male and
female models for drawing classes for Fall 1997 semester. To
apply, come to the Art Office. Fine
Arts 216
________________________9/5
THE EIU OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT SEEKS WELL-SPOKEN,
MOTIVATED AND RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUALS FOR TELEMARKETING CALLERS FOR
THE 1997-98 TELEFUND PROGRAM. Earn up to $7/hour while
working flexible evening hours.
No high pressure or mandatory
sales. Applications are available
at the Telemarketing Facility
located in the Effingham Room in
the University Union.
________________________9/2
CHRISTMAS IS COMING-Need
extra money? Sell Avon. Call
345-4197 or 235-1544.
_______________________9/24
JANITORIAL SERVICE looking
for energetic, effort oriented people! Above average pay for above
average work! Flexible hours.
Call Peggy at 345-6757.
_______________________8/28
CHARLESTON COUNTRY CLUB
LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCED
BARTENDER AND COOKS. Call
345-6603 from 9 a.m. - 11 a.m.
_______________________8/29
LIFEGUARD NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! Early morning hours
through afternoon hours available. Apply in person at Mattoon
YMCA 221 N. 16th St. 234-9494
Contact Tracy 345-9426.
_______________________8/29
AVAIL/HIRING DIRECT CARE
STAFF TO WORK FT/PT FLEX.
HOURS. Must be a caring, solid
indiv. interested in working with
DD adults. $5.70 to $8.61 hour,
excel. benefits for ft. Apply at 738
18th St. Charleston.
_______________________8/27
LOOKING
FOR
GYMNASTICS/TUMBLING
INSTRUCTORS for boys and
girls classes and competitive
teams. Call 235-1080 or 7526706.
_______________________8/29
DELIVERY PEOPLE NEEDED
FOR THE DAILY EASTERN
NEWS. 5 a.m. start. Great pay.
Applications will be accepted at
the Student Publication Office
located in the lower level of the
Union.
_______________________8/29
NOW HIRING. Delivery drivers
needed. Earn up to 8 to 10 dollars and hour. Apply at Papa
Johns.
_______________________8/29

PART-TIME CAKE DECORATOR. Apply in person. TCBY 424
W. Lincoln.
_______________________8/29

CLEAN HOUSE FOR 3 responsible non-smokers. 1104 4th St.
$230/each 345-2564
_______________________8/29
FOR
RENT-DORM
SIZE
REFRIGERATOR
AND
MICROWAVE. 348-7746.
_______________________ 5/4
GIRL-RENT BEDROOM- very
nice completely furnished 3 bedroom home-south side campuswasher & dryer-parking-low utilities-just like home 618-665-4508
________________________9/5
ROOM FOR RENT. $210/month
plus utilities. Washer/dryer. Pets
allowed. Call Dave, leave message. 348-1216
________________________9/5
FOR
RENT-DORM
SIZE
REFRIGERATOR
AND
MICROWAVE. 348-7746.
_______________________ 5/4
LEASING FOR FALL 97 McArthur apartments. 2 bedroom
furnished. 345-2231
______________________12/15
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, 828
Division, Charleston. $425/month.
Lease and deposit required. Call
345-6628
_______________________8/29
APARTMENT- 2 BDR furnished
apt for 2 girls. Close to EIU. 3453100.
_______________________8/29
FURNISHED 3 BEDROOM APT.
for 2 or 3 $150 each. Also 2 bedroom furnished house w/pool
table. 348-0288.
_______________________8/29
FOR LEASE: LARGE 3 bedroom
furnished apt. Call 345-3664 after
10 a.m.
_______________________8/27
STUDENT HOUSING. 3 bedroom. No pets. All appliances
included. Call Deb after 5. 3429307.
________________________9/4

FOR
RENT-DORM
SIZE
REFRIGERATOR
AND
MICROWAVE. 348-7746.
_______________________ 5/4

250 WATT JVC HOME THEATER
SURROUND SOUND RECEIVER. Great condition! $150. 210
WATT 1995 TECHNICS HOME
THEATER DIGITAL SURROUND
SOUND RECEIVER. $175.
Please call Craig 348-1992. Price
negotiable.
_______________________8/29
1986 HONDA PRELUDE. Red, 5
speed, power sunroof, beautiful
condition. $3000 o.b.o. Call 3455759.
_______________________8/29
FOR SALE-PING PONG TABLE.
Like new. Complete with net, paddles etc. $50. Call 345-6867.
Leave message.
_______________________8/28
FINE SELECTION OF QUALITY
USED FURNITURE including
microwaves, dinettes, living room
and bedroom and many accessories. Call 217-349-8822.
________________________9/9
1987 HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK. Low miles. Good m.p.g.
Good condition. $1995. 2342880. Mattoon.
________________________9/3

Help Wanted
DAY WAIT STAFF NEEDED. 2 to
3 days per week. Apply in person.
Cody’s Roadhouse. Rt. 16 & I-57,
Mattoon
_______________________8/29
MOTIVATED, CARING INDIVIDUALS needed to work evenings
and weekends in a small groups
home with DD individuals.
Applications may be picked-up
after 4 p.m. at 415 4th St. or call
Regins at 348-1723.
________________________9/8
IF YOU HAVE A SPECIAL talent
which could entertain diners (card
tricks, magic, palm reading, juggle) call KOKOMO JOE’S
between 10 a.m.-12 p.m. 2351455
_______________________9/12
SPRING BREAK ‘98- Sell Trips,
Earn Cash & Go Free!!! Student
Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps/group organizers.
Lowest rates to Jamaica, Mexico
& Florida. Call 1-800-648-4849.
________________________9/5
CHARLESTON DAIRY QUEENLunch hour help. Apply after 1
p.m. 20 State St.
________________________9/5
KOKOMO JOE’S SEAFOOD,
STEAKS
AND
RIBS.
Experienced bartenders and
cooks apply in person between
10 a.m.- 12 p.m. at 516 Piatt,
Mattoon
_______________________9/12
ATTN: SPECIAL ED MAJORSAre you looking for a great PT
job? Now accepting applications
for PT staff to work 2nd and 3rd
shifts with DD adults in a home
setting, in both Mattoon and
Charleston areas. Great opportunity for experience. Must have
H.S. dip/GED and must be
dependable and enthusiastic
about working with MR/MI adults.
Apply in person at 521 7th St.
Charleston. Please put CILA on
app.
______________________12/15
NEED MONEY? RESIDENCE
DINING SERVICES needs you!
Come see what we offer. Info call
581-5733.
_______________________8/29
GUNNER BUC’S NOW HIRING
ALL POSITIONS! Waitresses,
bartenders, cooks. Apply in person after 5 p.m.@3020 Lakeland
Blvd. south Route 45 Mattoon.
235-0123.
_______________________8/29
CONSCIENTIOUS, DEPENDABLE, DETAILED person needed
to clean offices 3 nights a week.
Call Service Master after 5 p.m.
345-7773.
_______________________8/29
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Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
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Wanted
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR
ACRO-IMPS EIU children’s gymnastics program. Begins 9 and 11
September: 4-7 p.m. and 4-6 p.m.
Call Dr. Crawford at 581-6363
and leave a message.
________________________9/5
WANTED: 2,000 students to set
a record tomorrow.
_______________________8/27

Make Money
FREE T-SHIRT +$1,000 Credit
Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities 7 groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1,000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA application. Call
1800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE T-SHIRT
_______________________8/27

Roommates
ROOMMATE
NEEDED:
Apartment on the square. Rent is
cheap and negotiable. Call 3486553, leave message
_______________________8/29
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE
$170/month. Need 2 or 3 roommates. All new windows, carpeting. Call 342-3475 after 6
_______________________8/29
WANTED:
SERIOUS
N/S
FEMALE for 97-98 school year to
share quiet cozy 2 BR apt. Call
345-4621
_______________________8/29
ONE FEMALE NEEDED FOR
FALL 97/SPRING 98. Roomy 2
bedroom
trailer
with
washer/dryer, new carpet, furnished except your bed. Smoker
O.K. Call Angie 217-348-6633.
Leave message.
_______________________8/29

Sublessors
SUBLESSOR NEEDED BY 9/1.
$220/month. $220 security
deposit. Own bedroom. On
square. Garbage and water
included. Electricity $40$50/month. 348-8203 ask for
Heather.
________________________9/2
MALE SUBLESSOR FOR 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENT
IN
ORCHARD PARK. $265 a month.
Water
included.
August/
September rent paid. Call 3486398.
________________________9/3
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News Classified Section.
Call 581-2812 to place your ad
today.
____________________HA/OO

REFRIGERATORS! $45/YEAR.
No deposit. Call MLK Jr.
University Union Refrigerator
Rentals. 581-3617.
_______________________8/28
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
FOR SUBLEASE. Water, trash,
and gas paid. 5 blocks from campus. 345-6382.
________________________9/3
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
DUPLEX near Lantz. Large front
and back yard, washer and dryer
included. Nine month or five
month lease available. Call 3480157 or 345-5148.
_______________________9/10
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Furnished, spacious. 1 block
South of the square. Available
immediately. $375/month. 5817729 or 345-6127.
________________________5/4
3 OR 4 PEOPLE NEEDED for
new apt. 2 blocks from campus.
Central A/C, oak cabinets, hardwood floors...call 348-0819, leave
message
_______________________8/29

For Sale
1990 PONTIAC 6000SE, 4 door,
3.1V6, 69K, loaded, ex. cond.,
original owner. $4650.00 Call
345-7982
_______________________8/29
1986 HONDA SPREE- low
mileage. Very good condition.
Call 345-2389
_______________________8/27
FULL SIZE COUCH with matching chair and LA-Z-BOY recliner.
$295.00 Call 348-7573.
_______________________8/29
1996 BUICK SKYLARK. Mist
Green, 15,000 miles, tape/cd,
pw/pl, etc. $12,000 OBO. 5 year
warranty included. Beeper 3484685 or phone 348-7507.
_______________________8/29
IBM 486SX W/MOUSE, keyboard, monitor, printer and external modem. Loaded w/MS-DOS
V6.21 and WINDOWS V3.11
$900. Call 217-235-0625
_______________________8/29
DESK, HUTCH, PRINT STAND.
Make offer. Call 348-5033. 1-5
p.m.
_______________________8/27
DP AIRGOMETER STATIONARY
BIKE. Like new. 345-6263 or 3454341.
________________________9/2

Lost & Found
LOST DURING FINALS Spring
‘97. Brown leather jacket in
Stevenson Hall. REWARD for its
return. Call Missa @ 345-6445
_______________________8/28

campus clips
EIU WOMEN’S RUGBY Vets practice today and tomorrow at 4 p.m. on
the back fields.
EIU WOMEN’S RUGBY Recruit meeting tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the
Union.
LASO (LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION)
Cookout/meeting tonight at 5 p.m. at the campus pond by the football
field.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held tonight at 9 p.m. at
the Newman Chapel, located on the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Business meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room-MLK Union. Welcome back ladies. If you
owe rush T-shirt money bring Missa $9 or else! Lets get ready for a
great year.
LATTER-DAY SAINT STUDENT ASSOCIATION Lastitute class tonight
at 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. in the Casey Room-MLK Union.
THE PR AGENCY Organizational Meeting tonight at 4:30 p.m. in
McDonalds by the windows. Public relation student-practice hands on
PR. A great opportunity. Questions? Call 581-7117.
EIU MEN’S RUGBY Rugby Informational tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the
Union Walkway. Anyone interested in playing rugby is welcome. No
experience is needed.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRY Bible study tonight at 7
p.m. sharp in the Charleston/Mattoon Room-MLK Union.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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Niners land Greene to help solidify defense
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) –
Pass-rush specialist Kevin
Greene, cut by Carolina after a
bitter contract holdout, is joining
the San Francisco 49ers, the
Panthers’ chief NFC West rival.
Greene, whose 14{ sacks led
the NFL last season, agreed
Tuesday to a six-year deal worth
$13 million, although only
$350,000 of it will count against
the 49ers’ salary cap this season.
He had also been sought by
the Cincinnati Bengals and
Miami Dolphins after being
released Sunday in the final cutdown by the Panthers. Greene
had missed all of training camp
and the preseason while holding
out for a renegotiation of his
contract.

As a member of the 49ers,
Greene will play his former
team twice this season, the first
time in a Monday night game
Sept. 29, at Carolina.
Carolina coach Dom Capers
did little more than acknowledge
Greene’s signing and then had a
terse thank you for his play with
Carolina during his only season
there.
“We are appreciative of
Kevin’s efforts with us last year.
It was a good year for both
Kevin and the Carolina
Panthers,’’ he said.
For the 49ers, the addition of
Greene gives them a dominating
pass rusher, an element that had
been lacking in their defense.
“I think this now gives you

that spark, that added weapon to
take on these other offenses that
have been very productive and
getting better and better,’’ 49ers
president Carmen Policy said.
“I think we had to do a little
something extra to deal with the
competition, not only in our
division but within the NFC.’’
Greene, 35, is expected to join
the team Wednesday. To make
room for him on the roster, the
team released safety Mike
Salmon.
Defensive coordinator John
Marshall said Greene could see
some action in Sunday’s season
opener at Tampa Bay.
“We’re going to play him as
much as we can. He’s been
wrestling, so he’s got to be in

good shape,’’ Marshall said,
referring to Greene’s foray into
another professional career.
“When I talked to him, I told
him get him, ‘Get your ticket
and get in here and get ready to
play as much as you can take.’’’
Marshall said Greene’s acquisition may result in a shakeup of
the defensive line, with the possibility that end Roy Barker
could be pushed to the bench.
“We’ll probably have to
restructure a few things, and
obviously a few people,’’ said
Marshall, who said the 49ers’
plan to use Greene in the socalled elephant pass rusher position. “But I think it’s warranted
and we’ve obviously got to use
the guy’s talent. He brings a lot

to us. We think he’s going to be
a fine fit.’’ Coach Steve
Mariucci said the acquisition of
Greene gave the team a lift
heading into the regular season
after a discouraging 1-3 preseason.
“What he brings obviously is
great experience and great success,’’ Mariucci said.
“But his energy level is way
up there, way up there, practice,
games. He just brings that to the
table.
And this is a high-energy
team. Whether we’ve shown that
or not in the preseason, that’s
besides the point.
We’re talking about the real
thing now and he’s going to add
to what’s already a good group.’’

Thomas hits 30th homerun in victory
Iverson pleads no contest
to concealed weapon charge
N E W KENT, Va . ( A P ) –
Philadelphia 76ers star Allen
Iverson pleaded no contest
Tuesday to carrying a concealed weapon and was placed
on three years’ probation.
A marijuana pos s e s s i o n
charge was dropped in a plea
agreement.
As part of the agreement
Iverson reached with prosecutors, he must also undergo
monthly drug testing for two
years. A judge also barred him
from owning a gun during that
time.
The 22-year-old Iverson,
who is from Virginia, was a
passenger in a car that was
stopp ed early Aug . 3 f o r
speeding on Interstate 64 near
Richmond.
The car, a Mercedes-Benz
owned by Iverson, was going
93 mph in a 65 mph zone.
This was not Iverson’s first
scrape with the law.
On Valentine’s Day 1993,
Iverson, then 17, was arrested
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for his role in bowling alley
brawl between rival groups of
black and white high school
students.
Iverson was convicted on
three felony counts of maiming by mob and given a fiveyear sentence.
He served four months
before then-Gov. L. Douglas
Wilder granted clemency in
December 1993.
T h e Vi rg i n i a C o u r t o f
Appeals overturned the conviction in June 1995, and
authorities decided not to pursue lesser charges.
After he was granted
clemency, Iverson spent two
seasons at Georgetown before
jumping to the NBA.
The 76ers made him the
first overall pick in the 1996
draft.
I v e r s o n a v e r a g e d 2 3 .5
points last season, sixth in the
league, and had five straight
40-plus-point games, an NBA
rookie record.

Announcements

ALPHA PHIS-Welcome back.
Hope you had a great summer.
Can’t wait to see you all. Love,
Dan.
_______________________8/27
WELCOME BACK ALPHAS. Now
it is time to put down the books
and have an intoxicating
semester. Love, Jeff.
_______________________8/27
CHRONIC ITCH AT THE DELTA
CHI HOUSE ON TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 2ND AT 6 P.M...
Free food...Anyone is welcome...YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE
GREEK TO ENJOY CHRONIC
ITCH!
_______________________ 9/2
JAM BAGWANADEE OF TRISIGMA AND JIM STEWART OF
DELTA CHI- Congratulations on
your ENGAGEMENT!!! I love you
guys!!! Sigma Love, Janice
_______________________8/27

COALITION AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE is seeking volunteers. Training starts September
3. For information call 348-5931.
________________________9/5
PARTY BARN AT RILEY CREEK
STABLES. AVAILABLE FOR
SOCIAL AND GREEK FUNCTIONS. 5 MIN. FROM CAMPUS.
AVAILABLE FALL SEMESTER
‘97. 345-1424, CALL MR. ED
_______________________8/27
ATTENTION: GREEKS, ORGANIZATIONS, CLUBS- TED’S is
now booking for functions, lots of
space, great prices. Ted’s is the
choice for your private parties.
Call 345-9732. For rates and
reservations.
_______________________8/27
HORSES BOARDED. 2 miles
from campus. $150/month. 3481406.
_______________________ 9/4
CLEVELAND STEAMER FRI.
night at TED’S with special
guests Bantha from Champaign.
Show starts at 9:00 p.m.
_______________________8/29

CHRONIC ITCH AT THE DELTA
CHI HOUSE ON TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 2ND AT 6
P.M...Free food...Anyone is welcome...YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE
GREEK TO ENJOY CHRONIC
ITCH!
_______________________ 9/2
$CASH
FOR
COLLEGE$
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAIL. FROM PRIVATE AND
PUBLIC SECTOR. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY!!! FOR INFO: 1800-532-8890
_______________________9/30

in seven-plus innings. He struck out two and walked
four, stopping the Blue Jays’ winning streak at three
games.
Matt Karchner recorded the final two outs for his
10th save.
Woody Williams (7-12) lasted just 3 1-3 innings for
Toronto, tying his shortest start of the season. He gave
up five runs on 10 hits, struck out two and walked one.
Belle had three hits, scored twice and drove in his
98th run of the year.
Martinez singled to score Ray Durham and make it
4-0 in the second, extending his career-high hitting
streak to 19 games.

Bears stadium plan in the works, again
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (AP) –
With discussions for a downtown
domed stadium stalled, Gov. Jim
Edgar says the Chicago Bears may
look to the northwest suburbs for a
new place to play.
In an interview published
Tuesday, Edgar told The Daily
Herald no progress has been made
on his plan to build a multi-use
domed stadium near McCormick
Place.
The state and the Bears have
failed to agree on the size of the
team’s contribution to the $500

million-plus project.
“The only thing I’ll say that we
have been involved in is at
McCormick Place, and I don’t necessarily see that moving at this
point,” Edgar said.
A Bears stadium could be built
northwest of Chicago with private
money, he said.
The Bears referred questions
about a new stadium to Bears Vice
President of Operations Ted
Phillips, who was not immediately
available to answer questions
Tuesday, according to an aide.

Hoffman Estates Village
President Michael O’Malley said
he has been in contact with the
Bears as recently as last week, but
he declined to describe the talks.
In 1995, the Bears bought
options on land in Hoffman Estates,
Warrenville and Aurora and talked
of moving from their lakefront
home at Soldier Field to a new,
$285 million stadium. The team
reportedly is now considering
renewing an option on 450 acres in
Hoffman Estates, The Daily Herald
said.

classified advertising
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TORONTO (AP) – Frank Thomas had three hits and
reached the 30-home run plateau for the sixth time in
seven seasons Tuesday night as the Chicago White Sox
defeated the Toronto Blue Jays 8-5.
Thomas followed a bunt single by Dave Martinez
with a line-shot to left-center off Marty Janzen for his
30th home run of the season and 500th career extrabase hit to give Chicago a 7-3 lead in the sixth.
Thomas doubled with two outs in the first and
scored on Albert Belle’s single, and Jorge Fabregas followed with a single before Mike Cameron capped the
inning with a two-run triple for a 3-0 White Sox lead.
James Baldwin (10-13) gave up four runs on six hits
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Lady netters ready for action
By JASON COLET
Staff writer
With a first place ranking and
four returning seniors, the Lady
Panthers volleyball team is
looking to avenge last year ’s
second place finish in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Under the guidance of head
coach Betty Ralston, the Lady
Panthers said they feel prepared
for the upcoming season.
On Thursday, the team will
travel to Chicago and begin
preparation for the DePaul
Invitational that will begin on
Friday.
“The girls are looking forward to getting into the season,”
Ralston said. “They are getting
tired of playing each other.”
The Panthers will face
Wisconsin-Green Bay and
Evansville on Friday, before
facing DePaul and Cal StateNorthridge on Saturday.
“We are ready to play,”
Ralston said. “With our senior
experience, it should help us to
overcome the opening match jitters.”
The Lady Panthers will use
this tournament, along with
future matches to help prepare
them for their first conference
match against Tennessee Tech
on Sept. 22.

SENIORS

Four senior girls will return
to lead the team this year.
Lindsey Celba, Kara Harper,
Monica Shrader and Lorri
Sommer have all played for
three previous years and Ralston
is looking for them to lead the
squad.
Celba holds records in kills
(1,051), total
kill attempts
(2,364) and
block assists
(158).
Harper,
perhaps the
team’s best
all-time
Betty Ralston
assist leader,
returns with
many records under her belt as
well. Some include assists (70),
service aces (6), season assists
(1,503) and season service aces
(52).
Last year Shrader set the
single season block assist record
with 119 and became Eastern’s
career block assist leader by
blocking 291.
Sommer enters the season
holding the most records out of
the four seniors – she holds 12
Panther records and two club
records.
With the experience of these
four seniors, coach Ralston said
this season will be one of hard

from page 12

at Colchester High School led her team to a second place finish in the state tournament her senior
year.
As with Harper, Celba has played in all 104
matches in her first three years as a Panther. Last
year she finished third on the team with 327 kills,
417 digs and 98 blocks.

“

work and extreme dedication.
Along with the seniors, the
setting core is very strong. The
core has three setters: Harper,
sophomore Cari Stuchly and
freshman Genevieve Ramos.
“There are still some things
we need to work on, as always,”
Ralston said. “We need to work
on our serve receive and cut
down on the mental errors.”
The invitational this weekend
will give Ralston’s team a
chance to shuffle around and be
able to use the depth that is in
this year’s team.
“Every player contributes,
there is no one star on the Lady
Panther volleyball team,”
Ralston said. “We have a very
balanced offense; our players
are spread out and we don’t rely
on one girl to do the job.”
The teams in the OVC that
will be the most competitive
include Middle Tennessee,
Murray State, Southeast
Missouri and Morehead State.
The Lady Panthers have their
sights set on the conference
championship, and once they
have finished the regular season, all efforts are moved to the
three match Ohio Valley
Conference Championship.
The winner of the conference
gets an automatic bid into the
NCAA tournament.

I hope to see this class lead us to the
conference championships and get an
NCAA bid.”
–Betty Ralston,
head volleyball coach

She accomplished her first triple-double
against Murray State last year, compiling 12 kills,
11 blocks and 17 digs.
Celba earned academic all-conference and
received the Helen Riley Scholarship last year.
She has accomplished 744 kills and 916 digs in
her career.
Also returning to the squad this year is Shrader,

LADIES
GERMS

Place a

BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO AND
MESSAGE
in

The Daily
Eastern
News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days
Before Ad is to run)

JUNIORS & SENIORS
Sign-up NOW for a Career
Services Orientation Seminar
being conducted Sept. 8-18.
Call 581-2412 or stop by our office, SSB - Room 13.
Welcome Back to All Students!!!

Interested in Rugby?
Staying Competitive?!
When: August 28th
Time: 7:00 pm
Place: Union Walkway
For More Info Call:
Dave @ 345-8688
You’re invited by the men of the

EIU RUGBY
CLUB
to attend an informational
meeting on Thursday.

Eastern’s career block assist leader with 291. She
also set a single season record for block assists
with 119 and got the single match block assist
with 14 vs. Murray State.
She also accomplished her first triple-double
last year, with 11 kills, 12 blocks and 12 digs
against Middle Tennessee. Along with Harper,
she was awarded the 1997 Charles and Mary
Lantz scholarship.
The final senior on the squad is Sommer, who
leads all 1997 returnees with 471 kills (the highest ever for a middle hitter) and 418 digs last
year.
She was also the only Panther to be named to
three all-tournament teams: the EIU Invitational,
Northern Illinois Huskie Invitational and OVC
Championship.
Ralston has high expectations for this group of
seniors.
“I hope to see this class lead us to the conference championships and get an NCAA bid,” she
said.
“This is one of the most productive class I’ve
ever had.”

SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIEND!
&

y

STOP
WEDNESDAY
AUGUST 27th

ONLY

After reading
The

Daily
Eastern
News
Please
Recycleit!
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Creighton slated to win Missouri Valley Crown
Coaches trying
to look past
preseason poll
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
The rankings are out and they do not
bode well for the men’s soccer team.
Eastern’s booters are picked to finish seventh out of the eight teams in the Missouri
Valley Conference.
Eastern head coach Tim McClements is
less concerned with the poll and more
concerned with getting his team ready.
“The big thing is you have to prepare,”
he said. “By playing George Mason, by
playing Notre Dame, it’s only going to
make you better. Hopefully the rankings
will be different at the end of the year.”
Leading the pack in the preseason poll
with seven first place votes are the
Bluejays of Creighton. The Bluejays have
won the regular season title five years in a
row. Last year, Creighton posted a perfect
5-0 conference record and a 15-5-2 record
overall.
The Bluejays, ranked seventh in the
nation, have nine of their 11 starters
returning. Senior goalkeeper Jon
Epperson brings a .78 goals against average from last season. Junior mid-fielder
Richard Mulrooney will try to better his

total of 16 assists from last year.
Creighton did lose 18 goals and 22
assists from last year with the departure of
Brad McTighe and Ross Paule. McTighe
graduated last year, while Paule is currently playing for the Colorado Rapids
Major League Soccer team.
At No. 2 in the rankings is Evansville.
The Aces won the conference tournament
last year and along with Creighton, represented the MVC in the NCAA tournament. Evansville returns 18 letter winners
from last year’s team that went 18-5-0 last
season. Evansville picked up the final first
place vote in the poll.
Evansville head coach Fred Schmalz
does not put much stock in the poll.
“Well, it’s an opinion poll, isn’t it?” he
said. “We shall see. I think we’re good
enough to win the conference. Maybe I
was the only one to vote that way.
“Creighton’s got a great team, of
course,” Schmalz said. “I think the rest of
the conference, Eastern Illinois and Drake
have improved. The addition of Vandy
(Vanderbilt and) Western Kentucky will
make the conference more competitive.”
Schmalz thinks the addition of
Vanderbilt and Western Kentucky were
important to the stability of the conference, giving the MVC a chance to hold on
to its NCAA tournament eligibility, even
if other teams were to leave.
“I think it’s an essential thing,” he said.
“We lost two teams recently. We lost
Tulsa two years ago and we lost Illinois
State the year before that. Those were two
very good teams, that would contend for

the conference title on a yearly basis.
“When we were about to lose Tulsa we
would have been left with five teams, that
wouldn’t have been enough to be competitive. Then Eastern came in.”
Schmalz said one of his teams strengths
this year will be his bench, as their depth
has improved.
Expected to make an impact for
Evansville is Mike Anderson, a transfer

Creighton’s got a great
team, of course. I think the
rest of the conference,
Eastern Illinois and Drake have
improved. The addition of Vandy
(Vanderbilt and) Western Kentucky will
make the conference more competitive.”
–Fred Schmalz,
Evansville head coach

“

player from the University of MissouriKansas City. Anderson earned the MidContinent Conference Player-of-the-Year
honors last season.
The No. 3 team in the MVC preseason
poll this year is Southwest Missouri State
as they are coming off a 12-6 overall
record and 3-2 mark in conference play.
A key returning player for Southwest
Missouri State is the Bear’s all-time scoring leader, Matt Caution.
Newcomer Vanderbilt makes their

MERDA

LEATHERNECKS

from page 12
anything else, it’s much easier to
buy a player than to develop one.
Having a high payroll can turn
in the management’s favor. When
the team does not produce, it’s
much easier to make excuses.
They can always point to the fact
that at least they are trying to win
with all of the big names they
brought to town.
In the midst of all of this, a
valuable lesson can be learned
here – money does not translate
to wins. However, team chemistry and raw talent do.
That’s something that the
Pirates are not exploding with,
but obviously they have enough
to produce a winning team. And
that’s exactly what other teams
are lacking.
In the past, low budget teams
have had a winning streak here or
there, but never before have we
seen a team do what the Pirates
have. That is, put an exciting,
winning team on the field for the
entire season.
And we may never again.

at the tailback position for the
Leatherneck team.
Senior place kicker Keith
Jones will also return for the
Leathernecks. Jones nailed a 52yard kick in last October, setting
a school record. He was also
second on the team in total scoring with 74 points for the season.
“We’ve got some guys that

RACERS

MVC debut as the fourth ranked team in
the conference. The Commodores went
13-5-1 overall, going 4-0-1 in the Sun
Belt Conference.
Senior forward Tony Kuhn returns to
lead the Vanderbilt attack. He converted
on 23-of-76 shots-on-goal and added 12
assists. Sophomore goalkeeper Greg
LaPorte posted 1.35 GAA last season,
along with a shut-out.
The Bradley Braves take the fifth spot
in the conference rankings after head
coach Jim DeRose led his team to a 7-11
record overall in his first year at Bradley.
The Braves finished up the 1996 campaign sixth in the MVC with an 0-5
record. Bradley lost six of last years
starters.
Sixth in the Missouri Valley
Conference are the Drake Bulldogs. Drake
went 6-11 overall last season with a conference record of 3-4. Drake finished
fourth last year with wins over the
Panthers and the Braves, before being
bounced from the conference tournament
by Creighton 6-1.
Eastern’s Panthers are ranked seventh,
and the other newcomer to the conference,
Western Kentucky, brings up the rear.
The Hilltoppers went 4-25 overall last
season and in the Sunbelt Conference
compiled a record of 1-4.
The eight teams in the conference will
be fighting for six positions in the conference postseason tournament. The winner
of the conference tournament receives an
automatic bid to the NCAA Men’s Soccer
National Tournament.
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are returning and playing well,”
Western head coach Randy Ball
said. “I’m anxious to see what
our strengths are on Thursday.”
Ball said he would, however,
like more time to prepare for the
game Thursday.
“I don’t know if anyone is
ever ready for the first game,”
Ball said. “We’ve got a long
way to go in two days, we need

a lot of fine tuning.”
Ball said even though the
coaches always want more time
to prepare, scrimmages get old
and the players want real competition in game situations.
He said the game will be difficult for the team but they are
up for the challenge.
“Anytime you play another 1AA opponent, it’s big. This

game will be a real test for us,
we’re anxious for the challenge,”
Western looks to mix both the
throwing and running game
Thursday night.
“I hope that we can be more
balanced this year, be able to
spread the ball out,” Ball said.
“Whenever you do that it helps
the diversity of your offense.”

from page 12

Arizona transfer Dan Loyd steps in to fill
the quarterback spot and Johnson is unsure
of what to expect from Loyd, but Johnson
said Loyd has some big shoes to fill.
“We like Dan but he’s never taken a snap
for us,” Johnson said. “I don’t envision that
he’s going to be a Mike Cherry, but Mike
Cherry’s are relatively rare in our level of
play.”
Jones, like Cherry, was an integral part of
the Racer offense as he caught 63 passes,
good for 1,001 yards. He also contributed
eight touchdowns.
Although they lost Jones, Reggie Swinton
returns to lead the wide receiving core. Last

year he had 1,140 receiving yards on 75
catches – both of those stats were good
enough to lead the team and earn him allOVC standing.
“He’s a gifted receiver in all rights,”
Johnson said.
Defensively, Murray State will be led by
two-time all-OVC linebacker Ronnie
Merritt as he is coming off a year where he
led the team in tackles with 55. He is looking to become the first Racer ever to lead
his team in that category three years in a
row.
Only four defensive starters return for
Murray State, while they lost seven starters

$1.25-16 oz Lite Btls.

– four of them on the defensive line.
“We’re trying to develop depth in our
defensive line and secondary,” Johnson said.
“We’re trying to develop them in order to
accommodate our needs.”
As far as how the Racers will do within
the conference, Johnson is thinking optimistically.
“I just hope we can field a competitive
team,” Johnson said.
“You’ve got to feel like (Eastern Illinois
and Eastern Kentucky) are going to be two
tough teams.
“Heck, you just have to look at the preseason poll.”
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Western gearing up for Panthers
By DENISE RENFRO
Sports editor

CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor

Doesn’t it
feel good
to pay less?
In a period where money
seems to dominate many aspects
of life, and sports, the Pittsburgh
Pirates are managing to survive
without it.
Their total payroll is a mere
$9.4 million – that’s $1.6 million
dollars less than the Chicago
White Sox are paying Albert
Belle this year alone.
Coming into the season, it
looked as though all hope was
lost. Jim Leyland made Florida
his new home, fan support had
dwindled, and the team put on the
field looked more like their AAA
affiliate, the Calgary Cannons.
The 1991 season in which the
Bucs captured the National
League pennant was now a faint
memory. Surely, they wouldn’t
even be able to come close to
doing it with the team they
assembled this year.
New manager Gene Lamont
was taking on what seemed to be
the impossible task. The team
was compared to Casey Stengel’s
1962 New York Mets – they went
on to lose 120 games. The baseball “experts” said the Pirates
were sure to lose 100 games.
And where are they now?
Entering Wednesday’s action,
the Pirates were 67-65 and only
three games back in the National
League Central behind the
Houston Astros. Even if they lose
every game for the rest of the
season, they still will not eclipse
the century mark for losses.
So much for the experts.
Sure, the National League
Central is one of the weaker divisions in all of baseball, but the
Pirates have still managed to
accomplish something great this
year.
Their record is better than 16
of the 27 other teams. Keep in
mind that every team in baseball
is spending more money than the
Pirates.
Third baseman Joe Randa said
it is hard to describe what is happening to the team, with their
winning ways and all.
Lamont is also en route to
earning Manager of the Year honors. Nobody else is more deserving. Lamont has managed to get
the most out of his players all
season. After all, that is what any
good manager is supposed to do.
One could only hope that other
professional teams will follow
the Pirates’ example and try to
win at bargain prices. Then
maybe ticket prices would go
down and the idea of catching a
ballgame would be much more
appealing to the american youth.
But, the odds of that are slim,
because people have the idea that
a championship can be bought. If
See MERDA page 11

Eastern’s first game against
Western Illinois stands to be one
of the most physically tough
matches of the entire season.
The unseasonably cool weather
has helped out during Eastern’s
practices, but at Western the temperature is considerably hotter –
in the 90s.
Going into the season, the
Leathernecks are ranked No. 9 in
the NCAA 1-AA poll, while the
Panther team is ranked at No. 6.
Quarterback Jeff Hecklinski
will return for his third season
with the Leathernecks after transferring from the University of
Illinois and will duel it out with
Panther quarterback Mike
Simpson.
Hecklinski finished last season
See LEATHERNECKS page 11

FILE PHOTO
Western quarterback Jeff Hecklinski (#16) takes a hit from the Panthers during the Leatherneck’s 10-7 win
over the Panthers last year at O’Brien Stadium. The Panthers travel to Macomb Thursday night for their
season opener.

Murray State hungry for another OVC title
This is the second in a six-part series previewing the Ohio Valley Conference football
teams.
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
Even though the Murray State football
team is coming off their second straight
Ohio Valley Conference crown, they open
the season in third place in the preseason
OVC poll.
Not only will the Racers be going for
their third straight OVC title, but they will
be doing it under the guidance of first year
head coach Denver Johnson.
“Anytime you try to win three in a row,
the odds are stacked against you,” Johnson
said.

Johnson’s squad is coming off a year
where they finished with an 11-2 overall
record and went undefeated in the OVC, at
8-0.
They lost their first game and then proceeded to win their last 11 regular season
games, including a 35-28 decision over the
Panthers at O’Brien
Stadium in October.
The Racers then
bowed out in the
first round of the
playoffs, losing 31-3
to Troy State.
The Racers open the season Thursday
night in a home-opener against non-conference opponent Indiana State.
They will then face two more non-conference opponents in Western Kentucky and

Southern Illinois before opening up their
OVC schedule against Southeast Missouri
State on Sept. 20.
“Our non-conference schedule to start off
the season is a bit tougher than what I
would like it to be,” Johnson said. “Indiana
State is a tough team.”
He also said that only having five home
games as opposed to six on the road will not
help his squad.
On the offensive side, the Racers enter
the year with a new look as they try to fill
the voids left by quarterback Mike Cherry
and wide receiver Jesse Jones.
Cherry led the Racer team offensively last
season as he racked up 2,737 yards along
with 18 touchdowns.
See RACERS page 11

Four seniors looking to lead Lady Netters
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
Even with the graduation of
Vanessa Wells, Eastern volleyball’s all time leader in kills and
digs, the Panthers are still stacked
with a veteran squad and picked
to finish first in the Ohio Valley
Conference standings this year.
The squad is filled with seven
upperclassmen, four of them
being seniors: setter Kara Harper,
outside hitter Lindsey Celba,
middle hitter Lori Sommer and
middle hitter Monica Shrader are
■ Lady Netters ready for new season.
STORY page 10
the four seniors hoping to lead
the Eastern team to the OVC
crown.
“We are a very tight group,”
Sommer said. “We’ve played
together for four years, and we
became close our first year there.
We have shown good leadership
for the freshman.”
“They have taken on a leadership role, and they’ve been here
for three full years, so they have
the experience and they know
what to do to win,” Panther head
coach Betty Ralston said. “They

have also been a help to the newcomers, because they know the
system and how it works.”
Last year, the volleyball team
made it to the OVC championship game, but fell to Southeast
Missouri in four games.
“They push everybody to win
because they know how important this year is,” Ralston said.
“They have come close for three
years, and they know this is their
last chance.”
Shrader said the seniors are
determined to win the conference
championship this year.
“We are very headstrong,” she
said. “If the other players don’t
feel it yet, they soon will.”
Harper, who enters her fourth
year of play for the Panthers, set
the career assist record with
4,072 and set a season record
with 1,503 assists last year. She is
also fifth on the career service
ace list with 140.
Because of her accomplishments last year, Harper was
named to the All-OVC second
team and was all-tournament at
the EIU Invitational. She also
was awarded the 1997 Charles
and Mary Lantz Scholarship.
Harper knows what it takes to
take a team to a championship, as
the three-year volleyball captain
See SENIORS page 10

SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Photo editor
Senior middle hitter Monica Shrader jumps up to spike a ball in practice on Tuesday in Lantz Gym. Shrader is one of four seniors hoping
to lead the Panthers to a conference championship.

